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Why do we need to talk 
about growth?



‘the ceilings of a world considered
to be safe for continued social 

and biological human well-being’ 

– Rockström et al. (2009)

…Growth-based thinking has led 
to an ecological catastrophe 



Who is driving global ecological

breakdown? 



Energy and resource use, and thus 

environmental impacts are directly related 

to GDP growth 



…Growth-based thinking has led 
to an ecological catastrophe 



Why no ‘green growth?’

More growth =  more energy demand

More energy demand makes the transition to renewbles only more 

difficult in the short time we have left.

”Not only is there no empirical evidence supporting the existence of a decoupling of 

economic growth from environmental pressures on anywhere near the scale needed to deal 

with environmental breakdown, but also, and perhaps more importantly, such decoupling 

appears unlikely to happen in the future.”  

– The European Environmental Bureau, 2019



Why no ‘green growth?’





…Growth-based
thinking fails to meet 

everyone’s needs and
has only increased

inequality

Growth is not an affective mechanisms for 

reducing global poverty. 

As the world has become richer, it has also 

become more inequal. 

There is no direct relationship between 

human wellbeing and GDP growth.

→ We know we can ensure flourishing lives 

for all with far less energy keeping us 

below 1,5C



The battle for health equity and 

ecological justice are part of the 

same transformational project: 

The transformation to a post-

growth world

‘Justice is the antithesis of growth - and key to 

solving the climate crisis’ 
– Jason Hickel (2021)



A Degrowth transformation

→Reducing our global energy and resource use back to
sustainable levels in a way that reduces inequality and 
improves human well-being 

• By a planned downscaling of the ‘economic throughput’ of 
those nations who are currently overshooting planetary
boundaries

• And distributing the wealth of the global economy more 
fairly



"Degrowth is not about 

making an elephant 

smaller, it is about turning 

an elephant into a snail“

- Authors of 'Degrowth, A vocabulary 

for a new era (2014)



Key Degrowth policies

• New indicators to measure progress & societal wellbeing
• Relocalisation through promoting commons-based organizing

Decoupling livelihood security from wage work
• Reducing work hours
• A Universal basic Income (UBI) + carbon fees

Finance that greens & equalizes
• Progressive wealth taxes
• Community currencies & time banking 



The anti-colonial politics of degrowth:
Degrowth and the Global South

Central to degrowth is a critique of colonial, 

culturally imperialistic beliefs embedded in 

our current development model → “post-

development” 

Southern countries should be free to 

organize their resources and labor around 

meeting human needs rather than around 

servicing Northern growth. 





Eager to learn more?

Don’t hesitate to contact me!

Winne@commonsnetwork.eu

https://www.commonsnetwork.org/
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